The Heritage School, Vasant Kunj

NEWSLETTER-‘CHANGE’
April-May-2019
From the Principal’s desk…
Greetings,
to everyone who is still getting used to Changes, learning history
but also making it, following responsibilities but also taking them
up, leaving an end to start a beginning. A warmhearted welcome
from the Heritage Family to everyone. The first newsletter of the
session is before you right now, ushering you towards “Changes”,
our theme for this Month.
The promising future of our students depends on their
responsibilities, which is why we are progressing towards making
the Heritage School a StudentLed school. This is our vision for
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learns a lesson from life itself. More responsibilities lead to a
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reflection of the child in his/her work. Reflecting and working on it,
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is the motto of every task. This school is a vision of empowered and
well-aware students who can move to become great leaders of the
society.
The students have lot of room for improvement, which isn’t far from achieving only if they are dedicated
enough to manage their duties. If the students research well and are aware of the ongoing topic- the
teachers would have a lot of time in their hands to cover the curriculum in time, the topic could be
revisited anytime and the student would have a much better understanding towards it for it is their own
efforts. The studies and learning are the backbone of a school, and every student excelling in their
learning is a contribution to the community.
The Heritage Dharma is a management philosophy; the school follows this discipline philosophy to
create awareness and responsibilities among the students. It develops values and morals in the
students. The Norms of Collaboration, working agreements and Dharma are supporting tools for the
teachers to create self-awareness in the students.

The schools before the 21st century followed policing, not moral policing. That generation had feardriven values and morals which this school is against. Their route of learning and knowledge was just
studying not understanding. Due to these policed ideas, the nation does not have much capable leaders
for which the school is working hard to change.
The Editorial Board is a medium to earn dignity and respect for the students and school. The board
would handle the social media presence of the school, socialize the presence of the school but not
advertise it. Students’ leading the media presence of the school authenticates the concrete morals of A
Student-Led School.
Change in this school is appreciated and encouraged no matter if it isn’t accepted in the society. Change
brings UNITY, if we are strong enough to understand it. Alone a finger is weak but together a hand forms
a weapon worth humanity.
Ultimately, the conclusion is to ‘be yourself’, not wear any mask and continue to learn something new
every day, because after all, the wisest mind has something yet to learn…

- Sunita Swaraj (PrincipalThe Heritage School, Vasant Kunj)

The Editors’ Note
From the Editors to the Readers…

‘Change’
Change is a constant, but it depends on you.
Nothing is permanent around you, except change.
Change doesn’t hamper traditions it just makes
new ones.
This month, in the Editorial Board, we have decided
to acknowledge change, by embracing its
unrealized existence and the imperfect beauty it is
sure to bring. Change is not an outcome, but a
process which results in progress. People fear
change, because they only focus on what they are
to lose, rather than realizing what they may gain.
Thus, lets change for better, because the past is
sold, but the future still rests in our hands.
We hope that the coming updates spread inspiration and an aura of hope around you.

Let the craze prevail!

The Editors: Rishita Pamecha, IX-B (left); Shradhya Verma, IX-B (right)

Fields of Achievements
CBSE Toppers (grade X)
Aryan Julka (XI)
The hot afternoon of May 6, 2019 has become an unforgettable day for me. My class 10
board result was declared at 2:00 pm while I was waiting for my mom to pick me up
after school and she handed over her phone to me showing me my mark sheet. My
head started spinning and my heart beat so fast that I thought it would leap out of my
chest. I was exhilarated to know that I had scored 95.8% with a perfect 100 in English and I was the
school topper too. But the journey to the top was not easy. It was full of apprehensions,
disappointments at times, stress, perseverance and a lot of hard work. The support of my parents and
our teachers motivated me always.
So, fellow Heritans, those of you who are going to appear for class 10 examination the coming year, gear
up to give it your best. There is no fixed strategy, but there is no shortcut either. The key to success is
consistency and hard work. And most importantly never ignore the internal assessments because your
year round performance is going to culminate into 20 marks which are as important as the 80 marks.
Marks in periodic tests, notebook evaluation, speaking and listening skills, OTBA will be awarded to you
purely and solely on the basis of your performance. These can make or break your final score. So be
consistent.
As for my study strategy, I devoted a minimum of two hours regularly to my study desk, ensuring that
my notebooks were complete always. As I play cricket too, so I divided my time after school between my
cricket practice at the academy and finishing my homework. During exam days, I did miss some of my
classes at the cricket academy.
Another important point I would like to emphasize is that be thorough with the NCERT books. You can
use reference books in the last two months before the final exam, but they will be of help only if your
concepts are clear.
I never missed out on my sleep. Come what may, my mom always ensured that I had a good night sleep
of 7-8 hours. It is the quality and not the quantity of hours that you put in that matter. I woke up early
every morning, did some stretches and dedicated myself to the study desk to complete as many sample
papers as possible with each finishing in a stipulated time of three hours. Most of the preparation is over
by the time Pre-board II ends, so the left over one-and-a-half months is for practice, practice and more
practice.
Last but not the least, always take out time to unwind, as 'all work and no play makes Jack a dull boy'. I
relaxed by playing games on PS4 and I also listened to music.
My best wishes to all of you. Work hard, score well and make your parents and teachers proud!

Karmanya Marwaha (XI – A)
Education is an instrument that leads us all to success and the levels we have always
aspired for. It’s the greatest boon that the mankind has ever got and so education and
knowledge achieved from it should be valued. Tenth grade was a class full of pressure,
stress and apprehension. The innumerable tests, exams and finally boards had the
perfect capability to exhaust us all and make us completely jaded, lacking energy. But at the end of the
day you realize that it is just in our heads, the fear and anxiety associated with boards would just fade
away if you enjoy these five different, complexly diverse subjects.
If one is scientific and calculative the other is subjective and philosophical. Celebrating what is there in
the books and making them your friends would not just make you understand the concepts in a better
way but would also embrace your knowledge. Dwelling into different techniques for studying would
make it more fun, relating it to real life would make it more understandable. In such substantial time
period peer studying proves out to be fruitful. Focus and concentrate on the lessons that are being
taught in the school which would simply drive out the need for tuitions. Tenacity, perseverance,
diligence and patience are what are required. Your own hard work when mingles with the support, love
and care from your friends, family and indeed your teachers, such ordeals become a cakewalk. Initially
you may not achieve success but that is the time when you need to trust yourself more than anyone else
and never stop practicing and getting up again to rise from your ashes. In my pre boards my marks were
not quite satisfactory but I ended up scoring 94.8 % in my boards due to my own hard work and support
from others.
At the end just remember, boards are yet another milestone for you, just an examination, so never
under or overestimate it. Show up for them with great preparation and hard work and marks which are
a secondary thing would never fail to follow you…

World Scholars Cup (WSC)
The World Scholars’ Cup (WSC) is known as an international team academic program with events like
team debate, collaborative writing, scholars’ challenge and scholars’ bowl, but in my opinion it has much
more to it. WSC is not an event but an experience which leaves you with immense fascination, a broad
mindset to accept different perspectives and a purpose; or should I say that it doesn’t really leave you.
From the outside I saw WSC as an educational program only associated with a vast syllabus and huge
knowledge. However, when I went inside, the whole view changed. It seemed as a creative and
collaborative journey, with an outcome of least importance, because it was the path and the process
that really mattered. The theme for the year 2019 was – ‘A World on the Margins’, with a syllabus of six
subjects. How much you may study; the syllabus wouldn’t even come at the verge of ending. But then I
realized, how may the syllabus end, when the issue it talks about has lasted for centuries and is
continuing.
Then the competition, or should I say collaboration began. It wasn’t about winning or losing, rather it
was about being there, amongst a crowd of over 1500 students, and beholding your uniqueness. WSC
was not suave, rather it was a place for awkwardness, a place where craziness and weirdness are
accepted and admired and to acknowledge this every participant receives a cute, adorable and nameless
Alpaca. I won seven medals, which were a reward for my hard work and determination. But more than

winning it was the exposure and the experience that mattered, and hence I’m glad to share that more
than half of the teams which participated from our school qualified for the global rounds and have the
opportunity to interact with people from different countries all over the world and gain an experience
for life time. And at last I’m not a participant of WSC, but a part of it. And being a part of WSC, I realized,
that WSC is, well, one of those few things in the world which is open for all, and it definitely has a space
for you the way it had for me.

-Rishita Pamecha (IX-B)

Sports Encounters!

The students of Heritage School Vasant Kunj work in many fields. They have been taking part in many
sports competitions and their victories and proficient efforts have made the school proud. The school
has also taken initiatives to make sure the students do not lose on their academics.
The principal grants all the leaves required, and the teachers provide all the help they can. The school is
the backbone of all the students who make Heritage Proud!
Here are a few examples of the victories the school shared this month…
1. Table Tennis
22nd and 23rd April, Ramjhas Anand Parvat
Best Player Award {Under 14 years category}: Rishita Pamecha (IX-B)
2. Kalaparv
Experiential Learning School, Gurugram
I. Races:
Sana Rana (under 11) - 400m Race: 1st position
Shazmeka Buddhala (under 11)- 200m Race: 2nd position
II. Relay Races:
under 11- boys: 3rd position
under 11- girls: 2nd position
under 11- mix: 2nd position
III. Long Jumps:
Tanishka Lohia- Under 16- 2nd position
Nitesh Kumar – Under 11- 2nd position

SOMETIMES YOU WIN, SOMETIMES YOU LOSE LEARN
On 9th and 10th of May, I participated in the Delhi State Chess Championship at Jawaharlal Nehru
Stadium, New Delhi. While on the first day, I played in two rounds and won both the matches, on day
two, I lost all of the three matches I played in. It was an invigorating experience to play in a big hall
where more than a hundred more matches were going on simultaneously. I am glad for having got the
opportunity to participate in the tournament. Along with the satisfaction of bagging two out of five

points, I brought with myself a key learning, which I will work on, wholeheartedly. I will focus on
foreseeing my opponent’s next move to plan mine accordingly. As a great person has rightly said
“Sometimes you win, sometimes you learn.”

- Rehan Fareed IVC The Heritage School, Vasant Kunj New Delhi 110 070

The Primary Colours
Jim’s Pet Dog

The journey of the chapter Jim’s pet dog Nix was not limited to linguistic area. Learners developed their
finesse in ‘origami’ through the paper folding of ‘Pet Dog’ and kids were sensitized towards taking care
of pets by giving them clean food and water at the right time, cleaning them, training the pets and
taking care of them during different seasons and festivals.

Earth Day
For many, Earth Day is simply a day that comes and goes but the meaning behind the day is much more
than just planting trees. Grade One kids were exposed to Earth Day through discussions, videos, QCT,
reusing activities. We can celebrate Earth Day everyday by doing little acts of kindness towards our
Mother Earth. The students came up with wonderful ideas of switching off the lights & fans when not in
use, turning off running water, reducing wastage and reusing things. Kids had a special assembly on
Earth Day in which they danced on the songs of ‘The Earth is my home’ and ‘reduce, reuse and recycle.’
This culminated with sharing the things the kids made reusing the waste and putting it up on the door of
the class.

The Plant Fairy
After understanding the structure and function of a leaf the learners of grade 3 collected a few
leaves wherein they not only explored the different kinds of leaves but they also got an
opportunity to classify them on basis of their size, shape and texture. This activity was
beautifully integrated across subjects, as in the learners studied and examined the structure of
a leaf and its function in their EVS class, a discussion was carried in the Hindi class on “सबसे
पेड़”, children made different animals using the leaves they collected to make “पत्तियों का
चिड़ड़याघर” and finally they wrote about their experience of this activity by doing a creative
writing piece in their English class. It was a pleasure to see how creatively each one made an
animal using the leaves they collected and the most interesting part of the whole activity was
that everyone was working together with the working agreements, that a true Heritan believes
in, could be easily seen when they all collaborated and helped each other by sharing the leaves.
It was a beautiful experience when we as teachers saw our children paraphrasing and
addressing each other as, “why don’t you try making this…”, “your idea is fabulous but I feel it
would look beautiful if you…”
This whole activity was such a learning experience for both the learners as well as the
facilitators.

Describing a Character
Description is a skill with which we as adults also struggle at times. When it comes to describing
someone or something, we often find ourselves searching for appropriate words or for that
matter the characteristics to describe, thankfully our learners of grade 3 are exposed as to what
and how can we describe something, whether it is a person, character or a thing. They are able
to choose the correct words to describe a character or a person. Moreover, they are also able
to illustrate a character based on the description given to them. Here is a glimpse of an activity,
where each crew presented the character they drew after reading the description given to
them. It was an enriching experience to see the way each crew presented their character and
how they complemented each other to make the character alive.

My First Day at Co-Scholastic

My first day in co-scholastic was amazing, I chose guitar as my option at first, I thought guitar was quite
boring but eventually I started to like it. The teacher who teaches us guitar is Ben sir. Up till now I have
learned various things in guitar like E- chord, G -chord, C-chord, D-chord and many other chords. I'm
really curious to know about the chords we still have not learned in guitar. Ben sir said that he would let
us play the electric guitar after we learn all the chords and remember them. So before our first class all
of my friends went in football and they were teasing me like "you are in this stupid guitar classes" but
instead they were not selected in football and they could not even go in drums because it was all full so
they had to come in guitar at last and when I said "why are you not in football ha”, he said that "I liked
guitar from the starting". I said, "oh really”. Then he said "I know all the chords when he showed it to sir
not even a single cord was correct ". I am glad that I chose guitar as I'm really enjoying it

-Arjun Kapoor (IV-A)

I was promoted to class 4th in 2019. When the classes started our ma’am told the class that there is a
new platform called Co -Scholastic. In this forum, there were many options for students to choose
games of their choice. Games which were in Co-Scholastic were: Basket Ball, Football, Guitar,
Drums, and Dance. I chose football because I use to play it near my house. On the first day we
assembled in the ground. In all 27-28 had chosen football. The Sir told us to run 5 - 10 rounds of the
ground. We were also told to pick the ball and control it. One by one we all did what Sir told us.
Finally, the Sir asked us to assemble in the ground so that the results would be announced. I was very
excited to know that whether I was selected or not. I jumped with joy when Sir told that I was selected
in the team.

-Daksh Bhatia (IV- A)

My first day of co-scholastic was very nice and I choose cooking in co-scholastic. When I went for my
club, I felt it was very nice over there. I met Payal ma’am over there and I felt very nice to meet her.
First, we understood how we will make food and wrote the recipes in the notebook. Ma’am said if you
will not wash your hands you will not make food then ma’am said to take out a rough notebook. We
wrote about the recipe of fruit ice-creams. It was our first dish and we also wrote “one day when I will
create my signature dish the world will see a new chef”. Then we decided name of our cooking class. So
one girl said it can be cooking station ma’am said, Okay. Then I went home so I also wrote a name in the
cover of notebook ‘My cooking house’. I love to cook food that’s why I took cooking and I can help my
mother when guests come at my home.

-Priyanshi Dagar (IV-A)

What’s new?
A New Entrance!
I Lorenzo Joseph Dias of IX-A, recently became a member of the Heritage family. ‘The Heritage School
Vasant Kunj, New Delhi.
I would like to give my gratitude to the teachers, the school staff, my classmates and the principal- Ms.
Sunita Swaraj for giving me a warm welcome and making me feel comfortable. I like the bond and values
shared between the students, teachers and school support staff. I have observed that everyone here is
hardworking and diligent when it comes to their duties. The teachers truly know their respective
subjects well and teach it to the students in a very digestible and simplified manner. The classroom
environment, which affects the learning atmosphere of the students, is maintained very well by the
school support staff and teachers.
I feel honored and truly blessed to be a part of such a wonderful community.
-Lorenzo Dias (IX-A)

Zumba on the field!
The dance form of Zumba is an exercise fitness program to work out and keep your body healthy and fit.
The Heritage School this time took an initiative towards healthy bodies and healthy minds and
introduced the students from grade 4 to 12 to Zumba training. It is compulsory for all students to
participate in this and students are allotted a specific day order for their class to practice Zumba. The
functional training program starts from 7:45 to 8:15 early morning in the school field. The students
exercise stretching and work out on musical beats. The activities to follow include – stretching, jumping,
twisting, neck exercises and dancing on rhythms! It is an opportunity to work out on the field early
morning in fresh air which the classes thoroughly enjoy. The schedule to follow the training goes so that
each class has at least three-day orders of workout on the field including their weekly sports periods.
Day 1: grade 4th and 5th
Day 2: grade 6th and 7th
Day 3: grade 9th
Day 4: grade 8th
Day 5: grade 11th and 12th
Day 6: grade 10th

Workshops

1. Dr. Ravindran’s Session on Study Skills: Grade 8
The agenda of this session was ‘Introduction to Stream/Subject Selection and equipping students with
study skills.’ Sir laid down the series of sessions and interactions he would have with Alpha. In grade 9,
sir will discuss The World of Work and in Grade 10, how to choose subjects in 11, psychometric
assessment wherein ability and aptitude will be assessed followed by individual sessions on discussing
what subjects to choose as per the aptitude, interest and work habits. A report will be handed wherein
subjects will be recommended, for instance, English+Physics+Chemistry+Maths+Commercial Arts. This
report is a recommendation as per the psychometric tests followed by students applying for subjects
they wish to study and based on certain criteria which would be elaborately discussed, the subjects will
be allotted in Grade 11.
In Grade 11&12, sir would train students in soft skills and about life after 12th. The journey will last till
students get placed in colleges. The process of allotment was explained in detail; the break-up of 100
marks wherein 40 marks are based on the recommendation (aptitude), 20 marks in Grade 9, 30 marks in
Grade 10 and 10 marks based on teachers feedback pertaining to work habits and regularity.
Aptitude Test= 40
Grade 9= 30
Grade 10= 20
Teacher’s Recommendation= 10
Sir suggested students to have an open-minded approach towards all the subjects wherein they should
explore subjects rather than deciding at this moment because, maybe there could be a discrepancy
between their interest and aptitude.
The focus of the session was drawn back to the process of allotment which would happen in Grade 10
for which the pre work as of now should be study habits and study skills. The effective study habits were
discussed which was a recap of previous session, the students raised their hands and recalled the
pointers shared like- there should be one particular place of study, light should be above, table shouldn’t
be uncluttered, within 24 hours one must revise, while studying one subject one shouldn’t jump to
another subject, when there is distraction then the child should leave the table and take a small break,
having breakfast before coming to school for the mind to be full and ready to take thing in, de-cluttering
the study table. A short question/answer round was open for students wherein a student asked about
subjects to take if one has interest in sports to which sir responded one must have aptitude for sports
and choice of subjects is not compulsory.
Dr. Ravindran discussed a very important topic with the students, POCSO, the objective behind it and
the application of it in schools. He oriented the students for awareness of the laws and rights. The term
consent is not applicable provided one is below 18+ as one doesn’t have the wisdom to make a sound
decision. He discussed certain instances wherein minors have gotten into trouble and case has been
filed. 12+ means one can be punished, sent to Juvenile homes (correction centers.) Sir made the boys
aware that they need to keep their hands to themselves even in anger as they are grownups now and

with adolescence, one might get offended if a boy hits a girl. If any complain is addressed, the Head of
Institution needs to be informed and case needs to be filed under the act of POCSO. Sir strictly informed
students to not get involved in Public Display of Affection and physical fights for everyone’s safety and
secure future. Similar is the case with smoking, drinking or carrying it in school.
Dr. Ravindran also discussed briefly about social media, posting pictures on social media, using obscene
pictures and language, harassing, how unsafe it is , talking to strangers who could be predators,
whatever information which is uploaded and posted on social media doesn’t get deleted forever. Social
media is leading to lot of problems so no exchanging of pictures which could lead to problem or troubles
to children and lead to serious issues like suicide, families in trouble, career get negatively affected etc.
hence, pulling oneself from social media or abstaining oneself from strangers and groups is the
prevention.

2. Jodogyan workshop for grade 3 parents
Mathematics has been perceived as a subject involving large numbers put in complicated
structures, but this forms a bare minimal part of Mathematics. In Primary years, Mathematics
involve developing strong Number senses based on thinking, generalizing and reasoning, to be able
to encourage students to think flexibly and promote confidence with numbers, along with other
aspects of Mathematics.
We recognize the importance of sharing our perspective with the parental community; hence, we
invited parents of Grade III to participate in our effort to reform Mathematics Education. Our
agenda was “To understand how children develop number sense till 1000”, Concepts: Number
operation (Addition, subtraction, standard algorithm)
Exploring numbers through Ganit Mala activities:
1. Forward counting;
2. Clip 1 activity- Develop insight of what a number is. Understand the cardinal/ quantitative
aspect of a number;
3. Clip 2 activity - Develop insight of where a number is. Understand the ordinal aspect of a
number (location);
4. Backward counting
5. Clip 3 activity - Develop an insight of what a number is made of. Understand the value of
each digit in a number;
6. Clip 4 activity and Guess my number activity- Develop an insight of relative position of
numbers with respect to each other and understand the relationship between numbers;
7. Jumping from one number to another and introduction to number line and pattern jumps;
8. Vertical addition and subtraction; From Left to Right and Right to Left.
The session was very interactive. Parents participated very enthusiastically. Our thanks to the
parents who attended the Session and supported us to work better for the learners.

3. Samvaad
‘Boredom is Illegal’ – Rohit Kumar
Schools might provide you with all facilities, from studies to sports, from competitions to scholarships;
but many schools lack one major facility which is an utmost necessity in one’s life. That is Life Skills. On
1st, 2nd, 7th and 8th May, a workshop was held for the whole batch of Grade 9 with Mr. Rohit Kumar and
his colleague Ms. Sonia - ‘Samvaad’, the art of communication. The workshop was about selfintrospection, conflicts, management of conflicts and paradigms. It is their concrete belief that ‘It is a
crime to bore people.’ They therefore started with an energetic introduction and proceeded to
activities full of wisdom. Some of them included- “Two Towers” a game of teamwork, “Win as much as
you Can” a game of wit, loyalty and honesty and a round where you get to know people whom you
never talked to before. This continued with an explanation of IQ which is important and EQ which is
more important. A secret to happiness and success in life, according to them is Self-Awareness, SelfManagement, Awareness of others and Relationship management. To make this clear they made the
students watch a movie called the ‘Emperor’s Club’. The movie ended with an important moral, “Your
beginning decides your end.”
The session continued with relation of the sub-conscious mind, empathy and humanity in us and
changing yourself first before you change the world. The workshop formed a strong bond among the
students and teachers, in the last hour where everyone emptied their hearts out, starting their stories
again.

-Mridul Sharma (IX-B), Shradhya Verma and Rishita Pamecha (IX-B)

